
Ward 5 NPA 

April 18, 2019 

City Market Community Room 207 Flynn Ave 6:30pm-8:30pm 

Draft Minutes 

 

Called to order 6:37 pm 

Meeting video (livestream):  not streamed due to equipment problem 

Meeting video (CCTV-produced/archive): https://www.cctv.org/watch-tv/programs/burlington-

ward-5-npa-meeting-43 

 

Intros, Announcements -  

Moderator: Ben Traverse 

About 25 neighbors introduced themselves 

Distributed copies of proposed financing resolution, NPA candidate info, bylaw updates 

 

Open forum - 

Caroline Bates for Burlington Garden Club.  https://bgcvt.org fundraising Tour in Woodstock, 

Rockefeller mansion, including greenhouse/pool; Cornish NH Standing Lincoln.  13 June, $95 

inclusive except lunch 

Brian Davis, Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission https://www.ccrpcvt.org/ 

Winooski Ave Corridor Project.  Riverside Health to Howard/St Paul.  Distributed materials with 

concepts.  8 May public meeting. 

1 year anniversary of GreenRide Bike Share.  http://greenridebikeshare.com/  Evaluating 

results/locations from the first year. Proposal to switch to electric bikes, maybe public scooters. 

 

6:50pm 

Climate Action Planning in BTV 

Jennifer Green, Sustainability Officer, Burlington Electric Dept jgreen@burlingtonelectric.com  

History of climate planning 

Quantify existing emissions 2007-2013,2016 

51% of emissions from transportation 

 

Community Member - Wood not included in GHG emissions chart; McNeil burning truckloads 

per day.   

 

Electric grid is now cleaner; encouraging shift to electrification, personal autos and bus fleet.  

Transition away from fossil fuels in transportation and heating sectors. 

 

60% rental properties; 1.7% vacancy discourages landlords to upgrade; 30% turnover rate.   

 

Challenges- 

CM - how to go forward with measures equitably 

JG - cannot leave people behind as cities move forward, will not work if only the rich can afford 

it. 

https://bgcvt.org/
https://www.ccrpcvt.org/
http://greenridebikeshare.com/


CM - is grid capacity sufficient to electrify all transportation 

JG - constant balancing act by planners.  BED introduced off-peak rates for charging electric 

vehicles. 

CM - to get people out of their cars, one aspect is a more efficient public transportation system.  

GMT not expecting increase in funding 

95% of residential buildings are on natural gas 

 

Opportunities- 

Many new buildings using heat pumps, not gas 

BED owned by city, much easier to get usage data 

Update Time Of Sale Energy Efficiency Ordinance 

https://www.burlingtonelectric.com/index.php/time-sale-energy-efficiency-ordinance 

EnergyChamp challenge BED and VT Gas.  hope to also qualify projects below 25kbtu 

Improve renewable energy standards. 

BED has money to invest in Net Zero initiatives - Heat pump, electric bus/bike rebates. 

 

1 May event at Main St Landing to encourage membership in ‘2030 District’ to reduce emissions  

 

 

NPA Business - 

Moderator: Alec Bauer 

Thanks to outgoing members 

Statements by candidates 

Election by secret ballot 

Discussion of funding resolution 

Joan Shannon: suggest an itemized plan for spending to make acceptance by council more 

likely 

Vote called, Resolution passed 

Bylaw Amendments 

JS - commented on language touting value of resolutions, thought broader set of discussions 

are more important 

Elisa Nelson announced election results;  Andy, Ashley, Ben, Kirstin, Lucia, Mohamed, Scott 

 

Climate Change Panel - Sen. Chris Pearson,  Rep. Mary Sullivan,  Sandra O'Flaherty 

(Citizens' Climate Lobby),  Julie Macuga (350Vermont) 

Moderator: Joanna Grossman 

 

Mary Sullivan - Natural Resources committee, climate caucus 

Julie Macuga - resistance to fossil fuels, bill proposed to prevent buildout of fossil fuel 

infrastructure 

Sandra - focus on putting price on carbon at the source, rebate back to households to help with 

transition.  First bipartisan ‘Energy Innovation and Climate Dividend Act’ climate change bill 

recently introduced in US Congress this session. 

 

https://www.burlingtonelectric.com/index.php/time-sale-energy-efficiency-ordinance


Mod - could you tell us what we can do for State/local, then National  

MS - VT signed on to Paris agreement, but governor’s budget did not have enough funding to 

make progress. 

CP - climate crisis motivated engagement with Bernie Sanders and then State Leg.  Bill to ban 

HFCs.  Banned by Obama admin, challenged in court, industry moving back.  Ag committee and 

Natural Resources at odds, especially around water quality.  Burlington schools way out in front 

on local food 20 years ago, now pervasive around state.  Water quality funding - have been 

spending but no dedicated source.  Ag plays role in water quality and also carbon sinks.  Build 

soil to handle rain events, sink carbon.  Look for a way to compensate farms for soil 

improvements. 75% open land controlled by dairy farmers.   Program to conserve forest land. 

 

JM - prevent use of eminent domain.  Technically not used for VT gas but threat of use and 

legal fees was enough motivation.  Roughly ⅕ of VT towns have called for stopping 

infrastructure buildout.  Nothing less than stopping use of fossil fuels. 

Sandra - very focused on pricing carbon.  Politicians are responding to political will, public 

needs to reach out.  Grand Isle Climate Action team, write to Mitzi Johnson and others.  Make 

climate change part of everyday conversation, and talk about solutions. 

JG - could you comment on push at national level 

Sandra - bill originally introduced in November, re-introduced House in February.  Price on 

carbon at well/mine/port-of-entry.  Price per ton applied, money that is collected is rebated to 

households.  Border adjustment, export tariff for countries that do not have a similar program. ⅔ 

of households will benefit from the program.  Reduce emissions by ½ in 20 years.  Pause on 

EPA ability to regulate greenhouse gases.  Carbon pricing and Green New Deal would be a 

great combination. 

JM - 350vt Vermont centered, concerns nationally include Keystone XL.  Farmers and ski 

resorts clearly impacted by climate change.  Fracking gas coming from areas in Canada, these 

suffer health problems.  Folks contributing the least to change are suffering the most.  Power is 

coming from Hydro Quebec, large dams have environmental impacts.  Greenwashing scheme 

with VT gas, not going to get to 100% renewable natural gas.  

CP - Efficiency Vermont now exporting knowledge to other areas putting together the same.  

Close to a lot of borders in VT, hard to limit emissions with cheap gas and porous borders. 

MS - Misinformation campaign for Carbon taxing.  Nexus - when you pollute with carbon, put 

money in a pot to reduce carbon.  Important to take action at federal level, given our small size.  

But VT can lead on this, including Global Warming Solutions Act.   

 

CM - rarely hear about our actions to deal with inevitable climate changes 

CP - Climate Caucus an attempt to bring together Ag, tax, etc.  Government Operations asked 

for plan for large natural disaster.  Culverts were improved to adapt to larger rain events. 

 

CM - state policy makers struggling to integrate projects to use the federal funding for culvert 

and other projects 

CP - balancing act around Lake Champlain, but solutions were dependent on local partners.  

Last several years trying to push Federal/State money out, found group writing hundreds of 

grants to get funding for projects - try to reduce this to a single grant.  Strong understanding that 



local partners are essential, trying to make process easier and more predictable.  Improve 

coordination of work efforts, eg roadsides. 

 

MS - many projects being proposed, ready to go.  Hoping for good source of funding for water to 

move these forward.  Intense storms related to climate change take a lot of soil with them. 

 

Mod - City of SB working on this, hoping this will be taken statewide 

Andy Simon - easy to get overwhelmed on climate issues.  Bottom line is that the way we will 

survive is by building community. 

Caroline Bates - looking for individual things we can do at home.  Reduce grass, features/plants 

to absorb rainwater.  Reduce hard surfaces, sidewalk 

CM - difficult to get off of fossil fuels, immediately turned around when gas prices dropped.  How 

do you know this will work? 

MS - people are more likely to respond to a permanent price increase from taxes than market 

fluctuations 

SO - people will respond to price signals.  Obama Clean Power Plan only affecting electric 

sector, but bill currently proposed (HR 763) will affect all sectors.  Need a predictable policy to 

get results. 

 

  

 

Meeting ended 8:45 pm 

 

Notes by Joe Dery 


